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The Nitro Max is the high quality nitrous oxide tank for your Pro 7. The tank is filled with up to 400 L of compressed nitrous oxide stored in a new bubble-free iron canister. It is also available in a 2L booster tank to double the capacity of the system. If running both tanks simultaneously, there should be no capacity drop unless the booster tank is
completely empty (no gas stored in the tank). Nitro Max tanks are compatible with all Nitro Pro 7 Nitrous oxide regulators. The nitrous oxide tank is a simple, compact modification that does not affect the length of the tower and tank assembly and provides superior fuel vapor containment. The Nitro Max tank does have a volume of only 236 liters and is

not a dual stage tank. It does retain the original comfort when filling to the fill line via the free-float regulator. It does attach to the bottom of the tank using an included external bleed fitting and the regulator can be repositioned on top of the tank or can be removed from the tank to refill the tank as needed. You are not limited to filling the tank
through the main valve opening in the tank top. The Nitro Max and Nitro Max 2L booster tanks are completely removable. Simply detach the valves on each tank and lift each tank from the assembly. When the assembly is lifted, the tank is removed along with the used regulator. Open the valve on the free-floating float and plug in a fresh regulator.

The new regulator can be re-installed through the tank top valve. The Nitro Max and Nitro Max 2L tanks fit into all Nitro Pro 7 towers without modification. Simply put the tank and regulator assembly into the Nitro Pro 7 tower and place the unit onto your service stand or floor stand. The entire assembly will be solidly attached to the tower, unless used
with a custom service stand.
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A specific code with a proprietary protocol is used when transmitting serial number from King’s air system. King does not market its codes or protocols to anyone. As a result, the shock companies that incorporate use the code are not able to change the codes during installation. When we test the shock and find that it is not fixed, then we check the
headset connector for the code. If the connection is bad we are sent back to the King factory to request the correct part. We do this by the serial number. It is for this reason that, as a rider, you should never part with your serial number until you are ready to send your shock to another shop. When sending shocks to a new shop make sure they know
you purchased the shock from the King dealer. Also, make sure that they have the correct serial number when they are dealing with King’s factory. If you have lost or misplaced your serial number then you should contact King and they can help locate the information they use to order your shock parts. The same process is used for the Nitro Pro 7 and
Nitro Pro 7 Serial 36. The major differences in the two are the user interface and how the air shock is mounted. The interface is very similar to the market leading ATI shock system but has the look of a better designed system. This is where we would usually suggest a bike to the expert. Once you log into your Nitro Pro account you will be able to log in

using the same credentials you used when your license was initially registered. You can locate your license via the License menu in the Nitro Pro menu bar. You can also access licenses from any Nitro Pro app, including Nitro Tracker and Nitro Pro 3, as long as you are logged into your Nitro Pro account. 5ec8ef588b
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